The Ad Hominem Attacks and Conspiracy Theories of
Alex J. Colvin, Founder/President of and
Lone Spokesperson for Gun Free UH
Here is a screenshot from a video created and posted by Gun Free UH, attacking a University of Houston SGA
presidential candidate for being a member of Students for Concealed Carry (SCC), which the video describes as “a Tea
Party front group”:

Here is a comment posted by Gun Free UH, in response to SCC’s response video stating that SCC is NOT a Tea Party front
group:

Note that, aside from sounding generally crazy, the above comment hints at an unhealthy obsession with SCC Southwest
Director Antonia Okafor.
Here are a few recent tweets from Gun Free UH:

Note that the racist post in question was actually made by someone opposed to concealed carry, not an SCC member.

Above is another indication that Mr. Colvin may have an unhealthy obsession with Ms. Okafor.

The prerequisites to acquiring a Texas concealed handgun license (CHL)/license to carry (LTC) are posted HERE.

Above is yet another example of Mr. Colvin obsessing over Ms. Okafor.

Mr. Colvin spends far more time trying to link SCC to the Tea Party than examining the facts pertaining to licensed
concealed carry on college campuses.

Despite Mr. Colvin's pasting of the SCC logo onto the above picture, SCCF is a separate organization from SCC. Several
SCC directors spun off from SCC in 2014 and created SCCF as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit dedicated to education and litigation.
SCCF is separately funded and separately run and has no involvement with SCC's lobbying efforts. Because SCCF, unlike
SCC, is able to accept tax-deductible donations, they were able to (temporarily) hire a single paid employee.

Note that neither Mr. Newbern nor the author of this article claims that Mr. Newbern is anything other than an SCC
member and adjunct. (Also note that Mr. Colvin, who describes himself as a professional writer, frequently has trouble
with basic grammar, spelling, and punctuation).

SCC's full statement from which Mr. Colvin cherry picked for the above tweet is available HERE.

The SCC Foundation, which Mr. Colvin incorrectly refers to as "SCCC Fund," is not SCC's fundraising arm. SCCF is a
completely separate organization that does not fundraise for SCC or provide money to SCC.
Does anybody else find it creepy that Mr. Colvin is so obsessed with the non-campus-carry-related interests (e.g.,
painting) of SCC's female directors?

SCC's full statement from which Mr. Colvin quoted in the above tweet is available HERE.

Mr. Colvin seems to believe that tying SCC to the Tea Party will be the final nail in the campus carry coffin.
ALEX J. COLVIN'S CAMPUS CARRY CONSPIRACY THEORY:
In a January 21 guest column for the University of Houston student newspaper The Daily Cougar, Colvin espouses the
conspiracy theory (apparently created by him) that SCC is run by a high-profile attorney and higher education risk
management consultant "who took over SCCC years ago, and who has been working hand-in-glove to introduce model
changes in college administrations at various college-related conventions — that is, when he’s not being an attorney."
One can only assume that Mr. Colvin bases this demonstrably untrue theory on the fact that the attorney in question,
who has never had any involvement (or even contact) with Students for Concealed Carry, happens to have the same
name as SCC's Texas legislative director from five years ago—a then-student at Austin Community College who has
never been an attorney, who never pitched campus carry at college-related conventions, who never headed SCC's
national organization or Texas chapter, and who—despite continuing to serve as a volunteer advisor SCC's Texas
chapter—has not had a leadership role in SCC since May of 2011.

